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Dear Sir 

 

I am a graduate French student and I have applied for a PhD course in Aerospace Engineering at 

the University of Glasgow. Herewith I am submitting my application for the James Watt Research 

Scholarship, which I request to support my PhD studies at your University. 

   

In 19xx I gained a Bachelor in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Tolouse (France). In 

the same year I joined I the Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Mécanique et d'Aérotechnique 

(ENSMA) in Poitiers (France) and commenced a three-year specialization course in Aerospace 

Engineering.  ENSMA is a prestigious graduate school which offers first-class postgraduate 

education in Mechanics and Aeronautics. This year I will get my Aerospace Engineering Degree at 

ENSMA, and I feel that this course has provided me with top-quality knowledge in the fields of 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), Fluid Dynamics, Aerodynamics and Structural Mechanics. 

The exposure to these disciplines has induced in me great fascination for computational fluid and 

structural mechanics and Engineering Design, and also the desire of deepening my knowledge in 

this area by means of a suitable and high-quality PhD course. 

 

As part of the requirements of my degree at ENSMA, I had to spend a research training period at a 

foreign Research Institution at the end of each year. In the second year of my course (2007), I have 

been offered a four-month internship at the Department of Aerospace Engineering of Glasgow 

University. There I have carried out a research project in a CFD topic under the supervision of Dr. 

M.S. Campobasso. The research has concerned the development of a multi-block grid generator for 

the aerodynamic analysis of wind turbine blades. The research work I carried out with Dr. 

Campobasso has led to a Technical Report (On the Development of Flexible Multi-block Grid 

Generators for CFD Analyses of Wind Turbine Airfoils, Technical Report 0706, Department of 

Aerospace Engineering,  Glasgow University, September 2007), and to a technical paper (CFD 

Modeling of Wind Turbine Airfoil Aerodynamics) accepted for oral presentation at a Conference in 

Italy in September 2008. Furthermore, this project has given me the opportunity of learning and 



applying advanced numerical methods to the development and assessment of sophisticated analysis 

and design tools for engineering aerodynamic analysis. 

 

Due to the interest that the research project in 2007 raised in me, I have decided to apply for a six-

month placement at the Department of Aerospace Engineering to carry out also my third-year 

(final) project. My application has been accepted and I am now working at a new challenging CFD 

research project with Dr. Campobasso. The project concerns the analysis and the implementation of 

advanced CFD algorithms for unsteady flow analyses with deforming boundaries. Its execution is 

requiring a thorough study of cutting-edge CFD technologies.  

 

The research project I carried out last year and the one I am presently working at have given me the 

opportunity of learning about the thriving Research activities of the Department in the field of 

rotorcraft aeromechanics. Given my interests in these areas, and considering the skills and 

knowledge that I am developing in the course of my Research activities in Dr. Campobasso’s 

group, I have decided to apply for a PhD at the Department of Aerospace Engineering of Glasgow 

University.  

 

I would like to focus my PhD research on the advanced design technologies. One of my research 

objectives is to analyze and develop numerical methods to meet the demands of modern 

Engineering Design, and then demonstrate their superiority over standard design procedures. The 

PhD research project I am interested in is the aeromechanical design optimization of the blades of 

large horizontal-axis wind turbines. The aerodynamic loads induced by the wind can result in very 

large blade deformations, which have to be taken into account in the prediction of the power output 

based on CFD analyses. Neglecting such deformations, in fact, may lead to substantial errors in the 

flow incidence on which the computed power output and thrust on the tower depend. For this 

reason, the blade design has to be multi-disciplinary, involving the solution of the coupled fluid 

and structural mechanics equations. The coupled solution procedure guarantees correct deflections 

and aerodynamic loads. This strong coupling is typically neglected in current  wind turbine design, 

but its impact on the effectiveness of the design has never been investigated  A second fundamental 

design aspect is the wind variability. Wind turbines operate in a large range of wind speeds, and 

their design must account for such variability. Hence the design optimization also has to be multi-

point. In other words the design process must optimize the power output at all most likely wind 

speeds. In the case of large pitch-regulated turbines, the multi-point analysis has to take into 

account also the schedule of the controller. One way of accomplishing this is to consider a suitable 

wind-dependent pitch-offset for each wind speed. Finally, it may happen that a blade delivering an 

optimal performance over all the range of wind speeds, may perform very poorly in unsteady 

operating conditions such as those associated with yawed wind (the condition occurring when the 

wind speed is no longer orthogonal to the rotor disc. In order to avoid this, an unsteady flow 

analysis must be included in the optimization process, to ensure that the selected design optimum 

also fulfills the constraint of acceptable performance under unsteady flow conditions. In summary, 

the aeromechanical design optimization has to be multi-disciplinary multi-objective and 

constrained. The computational burden for carrying out this design task using high-fidelity CFD 

tools throughout the process would be prohibitive. Hence the various phases of the design 

optimization would make use of variable-fidelity computational tools, whereby each design 

functional should be determined with a level of fidelity sufficient but not above that required for an 

acceptable accuracy. For example, the potential fluid model could be used in the steady 



fluid/structure iteration for determining the deformed running shape of the blade, because viscous 

forces have a small effect on structural deformations. On the other hand, three-dimensional Navier-

Stokes analyses ought to be used for the aerodynamic performance prediction. The unsteady load 

predictions would instead use special-purpose high-fidelity tools that will be developed by Dr. 

Campobasso. The set of design variables will include external and internal geometry parameters, 

and the project will involve both the use of commercial software, and the development of ad-hoc 

CFD and discipline-integration algorithms. The envisaged multi-level design optimization 

philosophy would represent a significant advancement in the state-of-the-art wind turbine design, 

and this project aims at demonstrating this capability by analyzing and developing this technology, 

and applying it to real-life test cases. 

 

I have discussed my research interests with Dr. Campobasso and he would be very pleased to 

supervise my PhD at the Department. He has also suggested that my PhD project on the 

investigation of this novel multi-level multi-disciplinary and multi-point optimization methods for 

the aeromechanical design of wind turbine blades would benefit from a short training period at the 

Research and Development Department of Vestas Technologies ltd., a world leading wind turbine 

manufacturer with which he now starts collaborating with on a larger research project. 

 

I believe that the high-quality scientific and technological background offered by the Department of 

Aerospace Engineering of Glasgow University is the ideal environment to achieve my scientific 

research objectives. I would like to pursue a professional career in the Academia, and a PhD 

Degree appears to me as the best suited route towards this target. This motivation and my strong 

interest in the research activities of the Department of Aerospace Engineering are the reasons why I 

have applied for a PhD at Glasgow University. This letter is to apply for the James Watt Research 

Scholarship to support my PhD at Your University.   

 

Dr. Campobasso has informed me that he will send you his reference letter. That of my second 

referee is attached to this cover letter, along with my Curriculum Vitae et Studiorum. 

 

yours faithfully 

 

François FRAYSSE 

 

 


